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WHO 
7stars Event Management & Media Production starts from the time the Brief is 
procured from the client, the various in house divisions like Client Servicing, 
Creative & Operations seamlessly integrate a range of services to leverage an 
idea and create an innovative event solution for the client.
 
Professionalism, attention to detail and timely delivery are the three core values 
that the events division imbibes into its endeavors.

Our Services of Event Management: 
     Motorcycles Events
     Sport Events 
     Corporate Events
     Entertainment Events 
     Wedding Events  
     Events Production Rentals 
     Fashion Show event 
     MICE
      



OUR
Delivering projects for our clients through understanding their
needs and developing great relationships.



CREATIVE
Concept creation, brand delivery, consultancy and art direction.



EVENTS 
Product launches, corporate meetings, sales conferences, award ceremonies.



OUR
To translate ideas into design and brand-led solutions that work for our clients, 
and deliver tangible results.



Our Corporate Events unit is managed by a team of professionals who under-
stand the requirements of businesses, 7Stars is dedicated to addressing their 
specific needs. 

As a result, we have gained widespread experience in creating innovative corpo-
rate programs for both small firms and large corporations, and in managing them 
from concept to execution.
 

Special events are our forte, and whatever the occasion: 
    VIP visit
    Gala dinner
    Grand launch, or team building exercise 
    Besides the traditional activities associated with event management, our teams 
can also assist you with venue scouting and location identification, creative 
inputs, managing logistics, and providing assistance with budgeting, accommo-
dation and catering.

Over 10 years, 7Stars has come to understand the needs of the most exacting 
clients, the necessity of the smallest details, and how to nurture particularly 
complex projects.  

CORPORATE



Through our agency, 7Stars Events Artists Agency, we offer access to the best 
available artists and services through our extensive network of artists.
The Artiste Management team specializes in efficiently co-ordinating and facili-
tating the booking and services of artistes across the board for all the Live enter-
tainment needs. 

Ranging from mind blowing aerial acts to jugglers, from local musical perform-
ers to Bollywood talent, the team has access to the right type of artiste suited for 
the event and at a price, which is value for money.
With connections across the globe, we are able to provide the very best of bands 
/ acts with unlimited choices of all types and styles of artists. We pride ourselves 
to be pioneers in the entertainment industry with years of experience & knowl-
edge of the industry. All our entertainers and acts are screened and auditioned to 
maintain the highest standards in quality entertainment.

ENTERTAINMENT



We apply high standards of professional management to enhance the image of 
the event and grow its value over time.  We ensure that the events make headlines 
and deliver audiences an unforgettable experience.

Golfing: Our programs take individuals and golf groups in a new direction.

They are custom-made for golfers who want to discover both the destination and 
the truly unique golf experience that the United Arab Emirates provides.
The United Arab Emirates boasts a strong portfolio of world-class courses – 15 

to choose from – in Dubai (10), Abu Dhabi (3) and Ras Al Khaimah (2). With its 
favourable climate, beaches and unique hospitality on offer, the United Arab 
Emirates has all it takes for a wonderful golfing experience.

Stay, Play & Attend Tournament: Our Stay, Play & Attend Tournament packages 
include the above as well as Saturday & Sunday entry tickets to one of the 3 
European Tour events played in the UAE.

GOLFING



7Stars & Hilights events owns and maintains Event Production Equipment 
across Stage, Sound, Lights & AV, which is used for events. The technical team 
and engineers are tech savy and well versed with the equipment and are adapt at 
handling shows of any nature from Indoor Conferences to Outdoor Concerts.
The research team at 7Stars & Hilights events does regular updates to the team 
about the technological advancement and sources out new equipment to be 
added to the inventory.

Our Equipment:

SOUND
   Loudspeakers, Stage Monitors & Sidefills
   Mixing Consoles
   In Ear Monitors & Headphone Amplifiers
  System ControllersAudio Transport & Multicore Systems
  Dimmers
  Smoke Generator
  Power Amplification
  Backline
  System Equalization
  DJ Equipment
  Signal Processors
  Musical Instruments
  Microphones
  Intercoms, Power Distribution and Ancillary Equipment
  Wireless Microphones
  DI's, Distributors & Isolators

EVENT PRODUCTION 



LIGHTS
   Moving Heads
   Scanners
   Follow Spots
   Sky Trackers
   Par Cans
   LED Pars
   LED Cubes
   Halogens
   Flood Lights
   City Color
   Lighting Consoles
   Dimmers
   Smoke Generator

AV
   Projectors
   Screens
   Mixing Boards
   Plasmas

STAGING
   Trussing
   Stage Blocks

7Stars have the right rentals for the any kind of event. Whether you are looking 
to hire cocktail tables for your party or wedding furniture for your special day, 



7Stars is an event solutions company that takes care of your temporary staffing 
solutions to make your events maximize their success. We provide hostesses, 
sales promoters, translators, customer service for all events that your company is 
planning. 

Our team is dedicated to making your event a memorable and a fantastic experi-
ence for both your clients and yourself! We aim to exceed our client's expecta-
tions through dedication, honesty, productivity and reliability.

Ranging from mind blowing aerial acts to jugglers, from local musical perform-
ers to Bollywood talent, the team has access to the right type of artiste suited for 
the event and at a price, which is value for money.
With connections across the globe, we are able to provide the very best of bands 
/ acts with unlimited choices of all types and styles of artists. We pride ourselves 
to be pioneers in the entertainment industry with years of experience & knowl-
edge of the industry. All our entertainers and acts are screened and auditioned to 
maintain the highest standards in quality entertainment.

FASHION SHOW EVENTS



Get married on the sun kissed beaches of Goa, Ride on a decked elephant for the 
marriage, Tie the knot in a magnificent royal palace….Destination Wedding is a 
dream come true for the discerning and couples from all over the world are flock-
ing to India for their Ultimate destination wedding.

7Stars Events has a fully functional wedding planning division, which offers 
destination wedding management services either as a customized unique 
occasion or as a package format. 

Destinations which we offer:
Dubai & Abu Dhabi, This amazing cities has so much to offer, beautiful beaches, 
Luxury hotels, and exotic locations.

Antalya/Turkey- Beach weddings on the secluded quiet beaches of South Turkey 
are one which the couple and the invitees will remember for their lifetime.

Maldives, Seychelles - is a quiet and picturesque wedding destination for a 
traditional wedding setting along the banks of a privacy island 

WEDDING



WEDDING Services:
   Recommendation and Selection of Venue
   Theme & Design Development
   Invite Management
   Floral Designing
   Linen & Crockery, Cutlery Selection
   Thematic F&B Designing
   Hotel booking & Ground Transportation
   Marquee Setup
   Gifting & Merchandising
   Artiste Management
   Fireworks
   Wedding Makeup; Providing superlative bridal services including makeup, hair     
and mehndi.Fully qualified, insured and experienced in make-up,specialising in 
bridal,occasion and glamour make-up

Light Decoration : Whether it's National Day lights yet to be taken down, Christ-
mas lights going up or even those preparing for the New Year festivities, the 
nation is festooned with dazzling decorations.

Wedding Cake: Let us make your wedding day a day to remember with our 
prestige and scrumptious wedding cakes.We provide cakes that look amazing, 
taste great and most of all, cakes which compliment your special day.

Photographer/Videographer : A wedding is an special day in your life and it is 
always a privilege to be part of a wedding day, and being able to capture the 
emotion and the moments as they unfold is a real thrill.

Our team has the imagination and experience to create a wedding + event video 
that will both entertain you and provide a unique perspective and editing style to 
make a masterful composition in the end.

Wedding Stage: Wedding Stage and Decor is an integral part of any reception.We 
at Eventiczone make sure to add the WOW effect in your wedding with our 
unique designs working in your budget.



7Stars is proud to be No. 1 for Motorcycles Events in Middle East,
Africa & Turkey.

We are a company specializing in off-road motorcycling events, dedicated to 
bringing you great trail riding, cross-country racing, adventure riding and rider 
coaching.

At 7STARS Events we aim to lead the field with the safest and best managed 
motorcycle events.

Whether you’re new to the biking circuit, or itching to make your first run, there 
are always a few techniques and things to keep in mind that can make your ride 
both safe and exciting when out on the dirt bike trail!

Body Positioning – there’s always a best place to position your weight, put your 
body, and balance when sitting and standing.

Good Handle Bar Control!

Be Light on the Bike – this means laying off and letting the bike do what it was 
designed to do.

MOTORCYCLES



Uphill Techniques – only two, the easy way and the hard way!

Downhill Techniques – master body positioning, steering and braking.

Acceleration – remember to use light pressure on the bars, pinch the tank with 
knees when standing, and make use of your stomach muscles.

Of course, there’s a lot more to dirt biking than you’ll find on this short list, and 
it takes a lot of riding to hit the trails like a professional!
7STARS Motorcycles Events welcomes you and your bike at our events and we 
promise to provide you with a fantastic ride!

MOTORCYCLES



OUR
Our dedicated team of talented individuals are passionate about their work, and 
our client benefit from this.



MEDIA
Documentary, TVC, TV Programs, Channel Idintity,
Motion Graphic, VFX



EVENTS MANAGMENT
MEDIA PRODUCTION

Focus  |  Excellence  |  Organization  |  Development  |  communication


